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Abstract

Spotting image regions in high visual attention is deciding to surveillance, visual data
summarizing, error concealment and advertising, detecting major visual appearance regions
under narrow capability to perform the vast excess of information gathered through visual
system. In this paper we introduce a competent algorithm for visual attention detection
yielding plan of salient regions in focus on elucidation of the alliance of interest points
and saliency to gain better consideration of fundamental visual process. The map of interest
points generated from gradients of second order is spatially relevant to the salient regions. In
the implementation, the local gradients allowed initial assumption for a map of interest points
to be formed through the use of influence relation between pixels. This is then filtered by
adaptive bilateral filter to uncover local divergence which leads to draw the map of saliency.
Taken together, a boosting visual attention application that addresses to face and fashion
images is presented where the salient map grants visual processing tasks like enhancement
and de−blurring is indeed driven by the deep of spatial intentness for face preferences or
fashion favorites.

Trong việc phát hiện các vùng ảnh chính từ lượng lớn thông tin thu về từ các hệ quan sát
với sự hạn chế của công cụ, việc phát hiện vùng ảnh tạo ra chú ý thị giác cao có tính quyết
định cho giám sát, tổng kết dữ liệu trực quan, loại bỏ lỗi và ứng dụng quảng cáo. Trong bài
báo này chúng tôi giới thiệu một thuật toán có khả năng phát hiện vùng ảnh gây chú ý thị
giác thông qua các vùng nổi bật liên quan đến các điểm đặc biệt để có sự tập trung trong quá
trình xử lý ảnh cơ bản. Bản đồ của các điểm đặc biệt tạo ra từ đạo hàm bậc hai có sự liên
quan không gian đến các vùng nổi bật. Các đạo hàm bậc hai địa phương được hình thành
thông qua phân tích quan hệ ảnh hưởng giữa các điểm ảnh cho phép xác định nên các giả
định ban đầu cho bản đồ các điểm đặc biệt. Từ đây, bộ lọc kép thích ứng phát hiện ra sự
khác biệt địa phương để tạo ra bản đồ sự chú ý. Tổng hợp các kỹ thuật trên, một ứng dụng
dựa trên sự chú ý thị giác áp dụng cho khuôn mặt và ảnh thời trang được trình bày, trong đó
bản đồ sự chú ý cho phép thực hiện các nghiệp vụ xử lý ảnh như tăng cường và loại bỏ mờ
được thực hiện với độ sâu địa phương thích hợp cho ảnh khuôn mặt hoặc ảnh thời trang.

Index terms

Segmentation – Edge and Feature Detection, Pixel Classification, Interest Points, De−Blurring,
Enhancement, Adaptive Bilateral Filter

(1) Electric Power University
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1. Introduction

D etecting major appearance regions by visual features under narrow capability is
significant to data summary [1], error concealment [2], surveillance [3] and adver-

tising [4]. Visual features in face and fashion image processing often appear in variety
of information extraction including age, sex, identity for face, consumer tastes and style
for fashion. Finding proper local features from a single image is challenging, however,
because of the lack of context constraints like background scene and lighting conditions.
Identifying the fixation regions and points that an observer would concentrate on at the
first is most common to find certain objects like eyes associated with face images and
coats related to fashion. Consequently, two categories of works on this direction are
found on research: (i) the solutions are governed by region−oriented approach and as
a result we encounter a map of saliency that expresses robust regularity patterns, and
(ii) the interest point descriptors are highly characteristic, which permit finding correct
match of images by single features.

Under region oriented perspective, center−surround mechanisms guided by psycho-
logical theories of bottom−up attention formed the earlier general computational saliency
frameworks [5]. Top−down model of visual attention takes into account the visual con-
text in which objects should be located [6]. Interest points detection methods, acquired
via searching corners are traditionally based on the level of invariance to image scaling
and rotation and partially to change in illumination [7], [8], [9]. Numerous methods right
away benefit from analysis of texture, occlusion boundaries or other types of junctions.
Concentrating on corners, the approach aims to extract local features, which are steady
in spite of changes in observing conditions.

In this paper we describe an efficient algorithm for detecting bottom−up attention
guided by interest points for particular face and fashion images. Such interest points
leading approach supports allocation of attention region to be compatible to image
objects. Thus, salient map produced by the algorithm is more suitable for object oriented
applications on face and fashion images. An adaptive version of bilateral filter [10], [11]
is proposed as a solution for distinction extraction during analysis of visual attention. The
method is applied for de−blurring and selective enhancement, which is implemented in
our visual application addressing to face and fashion images. The performance analysis
of applying the algorithm for a benchmark image set [12], as well as a real example
are presented. The contribution of this paper is twofold:

• A novel algorithm for detecting attention regions with initial construction for map
of interest points. The algorithm combines region−based and point−based method.

• Divergence filter by adaptive bilateral filter is implemented for estimation of salient
map. The filter uses the same Gaussian weights for spatial distance but with
adaptive Gaussian weights for intensity difference measurement.

Before going into details, brief introduction of the application is demonstrated in
Figure 1. Input image initially blurred is showed in Fig. 1a. Interest points found by
gradient based filter are illustrated in Fig. 1b and visual attention region detected by
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the adaptive bilateral filter is presented in Fig. 1c. The paper is organized as follows. In
section 2 we provide the necessary background material and models related to our work.
The Boosting visual Attention with interest Points and adaptive bilateral Filter (BAPF)
algorithm is given in section 3. Section 4 introduces experiments and two applications
for face and fashion images, followed by discussions and projected future directions for
our work in section 5. Finally, the conclusions are stated in section 6.

a. Input image 48_48799.jpg [12] b. Interest points c. Extraction of salient region

Fig. 1. Example of interest points based saliency for a face image

2. Prior works

2.1. Visual Attention

A bottom-up approach for computing saliency maps comes from graph theory about
attentional deployment of human subjects [13]. From this view mass on activation maps
is concentrated and to present activation maps from raw features. An approach for
saliency detection using low level features of color and luminance, which is easy to
implement, noise tolerant and fast enough is addressed in [14]. The approach determines
salient regions as those regions of an image that are visually more distinct by virtue
of their contrast with respect to surrounding regions. A bottom−up saliency model
with analysis of luminance, chrominance and medium−orientations is mentioned in
[15] where both local contrast and global rarity are taken into account. Our method
inspects color and luminance with distinction that the image data are used to detect
interest points but not the salient region.

Context−based saliency and object−level shape prior computation according to the
three characteristics of a salient objects are introduced in [16]. The method uses multi-
scale super−pixels, which improves saliency through context analysis. Object−level
shape prior is obtained by linking saliency with object boundary information. Hence, our
method conducts context analysis for finding local distinction by the adaptive bilateral
filter.

Object probability map was proposed to be considered together with patch distinctness
approach for saliency detection in [17], relying on the fact that the map infers the most
probable locations of the subjects of the image according to highly distinct salient cues.
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Our method studies patch distinctness by the adaptive bilateral filter. It considers also
the interest points instead of the object probability map.

2.2. Interest Points

While visual attention and interest points are in different mode: one is on region
level, the other on points, their common matter is the attractiveness allocation. In-
deed, interest point detection can be derived from the intuition that image patches
which are most dissimilar over a relatively large extent of their surroundings [18].
Detectors of corner−like interest points are embedded with local self−dissimilarity for
achieving improved distinctiveness, repeatability and localization sureness. The local
self−dissimilarity is also focused in our work. Thought our concern is for detecting
salient region with initial interest points set but not to search interest points with support
from salient region.

Visual attention features are mostly established from the local differential structure
of images considering the shape−saliency of the local neighborhood. Hence, the ap-
proach is luminance based, ignoring uniqueness of the local color information. Color
distinctiveness is taken into account in the design of salient point detectors in addition
to shape distinctiveness [19]. Our method considers the color distinctiveness as well for
salient region but not for points. We apply an adaptive bilateral filter [11]. The method
provides considerable amelioration for information content by addressing color attention
features.

Low−level saliency in figuring locations humans fixate on is proposed to be joined
with face detection in [20], targeting photographs of natural scenes, which involve at
least one person. Different types of visual features including static, dynamic, and face are
recommended to be considered in processing pathways for extracting texture information
based on luminance, objects’ motion against background and information about the
presence of faces in the frames [21]. Detection of salient objects in complex scene
is addressed in [22], [23] focusing on a model based on local context suppression of
multiple cues and additional attention cues which is provided by face detection. The
Gaussian mixture model distribution from the fixations of eye tracking data is applied
like the top−down features for saliency detection of face images in [24]. Here, the
top−down features concerning face and facial features are linearly combined with the
conventional bottom−up features naming intensity, color, and orientation.

Above studies attend the emphasis of faces for enhancement of visual saliency model.
Our approach addressing the same target applies the interest points instead of face
detection. The method is not limited by constraint that at least a face must be seen in
the image. The interest points can present properly face location in our experiments for
face and fashion images.

Analysis into relationships between saliency, focused attention, and affect focused
attention is provided in [25] with suggestion that enhancing saliency of user−interested
topics is a good strategy for boosting user engagement. Agreed with this, our work
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presents a visual application which is based on saliency detection and aimed to de-
blurring and enhancement for images. Extensive experiments were performed on a set
of face and fashion images from a benchmark [12]. We also include performance analysis
and discussions for the method.

An algorithm for grouping feature points on the basis of their radical symmetry
and identifying the symmetries present in an image is stated in [26]. The approach is
capable to search global or local symmetries, locate symmetric figures in complex back-
grounds, to identify bilateral or rotational symmetry, and to disclose multiple degrees
of symmetry. Addressing to face and fashion images where symmetry is applicable for
image patches of face or fashion, the symmetry−based approach is implemented in
our algorithm to initially search interest points, which support to detect visual attention
regions. The method is described in details in next section.

3. Methods

The second order gradient is general concept in mathematics which can be an image
quantity estimator. In the context of image processing we denote u(x) for image color
determined in space Ω and g2(x) for the second order gradient:

u(x) : Ω→ [0, 1]3,Ω ∈ <2 (1)

g2(x) : Ω→ [0, 1]3 (2)

3.1. Interest Points Detection

The gradient for each image pixel helps to determine a pair of neigh bough pixels
which are is affected by the pixel in consideration in accordance to symmetric features
[26]. Operator a(x, λ) gives locations of the pair of affected pixels for pixel x with
parameter λ indicating affect mode, meaning positive or negative affect:

λ =
{

1 : positive_affect, 0 : negative_affect
}

(3)

a(x, λ) := x+ λ ∗ round(w
g2(x)

‖g2(x)‖
) (4)

The orientation o(y) and magnitude m(y) projection for two affected pixels y by pixel
x are updated consequently by checking all image pixels x. Update value is based on
the affect mode λ and the second gradient g2:

o(a(x, λ) := o(a(x, λ)) + λ (5)
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m(a(x, λ)) := m(a(x, λ)) + λ.g2(x) (6)

Interest point estimation s for a location x is determined by the integral of magnitude
m(y) for neighbors y in a distance constraint w. The estimation considers Gaussian spa-
tial weights and exponentiation of orientation o(y) by a scaling factor k that normalizes
the magnitude and the orientation. Regulation for the estimation is performed by c1(x)
grouping the spatial and orientation weights:

s(x,w) =
1

c1(x)

∫
‖y−x‖≤w

exp(−‖y − x‖
σs

) ‖o(y)‖km(y)dy (7)

c1(x) =

∫
‖y−x‖≤w

exp(−‖y − x‖
σs

) ‖o(y)‖k dy (8)

In our method, since it is focused in visual attention the luminance is significant to
be considered. Thus, s(x,w) is presented in RGB color channels like the original u(x),
its conversion to Lab color space provides measure in luminance channel. The distance
constraint w controls local search space so that it affects the quality and performance
of detection process. We can get one value or select a few values w and then take
average of the estimation s(x,w) for the set of values w to produce unique interest
point estimation p(x):

p(x) := meanw∈W s(x,w) (9)

W = {w1, w2...wn} (10)

The estimation p(x) maintains multiple axes of symmetry for entry image data u(x)
producing interest points estimation in target of visual attention detection.

3.2. Adaptive Bilateral Filter

In a model for de−noising the bilateral filter [10] deals with local spatial and in-
tensity difference in the form of two Gaussian distributions with deviations σs and σr
accordingly.

f(x) =
1

c(x)

∫
‖y−x‖≤w

exp(−‖y − x‖
σs

)exp(−‖p(y)− p(x)‖
σr

)p(y)dy (11)

c(x) =

∫
‖y−x‖≤w

exp(−‖y − x‖
σs

)exp(−‖p(y)− p(x)‖
σr

)dy (12)
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Given interest points estimation p(x), rather than eliminating noise for p(x), we apply
the adaptive bilateral filter [11] to catch the response of neighborhood pixels. The filter
uses the same spatial distribution but acquires intensive distribution in the adaptive
mode:

f̄(x) =
1

c2(x)

∫
‖y−x‖≤w

exp(−‖y − x‖
σs

)exp(−1− ‖p(y)− p(x)‖
σr

)p(y)dy (13)

c2(x) =

∫
‖y−x‖≤w

exp(−‖y − x‖
σs

)exp(−1− ‖p(y)− p(x)‖
σr

)dy (14)

Getting difference of self−interest points p(x) and its neighborhood response the
distinction d(x) is derived by (15). Efficiently taking local mean of the response by
(16), the local distinction by (17) makes measure of visual attention smooth:

d(x) =
∥∥p(x)− f̄(x)

∥∥ (15)

e(x) = meanwf̄(x) (16)

d(x) = ‖p(x)− e(x)‖ (17)

Thus the distinctions present salient regions in the saliency map by high values, so
that the region can be detected by (18) and modified for specific visual talks, including
de−blurring and selective contrast enhancement by (19).

r(x) = markregion(e(x), d(x)) (18)

v(x) = enhancement(u(x), r(x)) (19)

The last step permits regional modification for detected region, making region more
attractive by selective contrast enhancement.

3.3. The Algorithm

Clearly we can do diverse kinds of tasks depending particular image manipulation
purpose, for example, to improve visual attention for background instead of foreground.
Our concept for selective de−blurring and enhancement is presented in accordance with
the above mentioned fundamental analysis in Figure 2.

Pseudo code for the detection and improvement of face and fashion images by interest
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points and the adaptive bilateral filter is presented as Algorithm 1. We assume that face
or fashion image is blurred for the input. The initial task of the first stage is to compute
the second order gradient, which is followed by orientation and magnitude measurement
and derives plan of interest points. Divergence and visual attention map are estimated
in the second stage with region extraction. Finally, de−blurring and selective contrast
enhancement are conducted like a simple image manipulation task in the third stage.

Fig. 2. The concept of algorithm 1.

ALGORITHM 1. Boosting visual Attention with interest Points and adaptive
bilateral Filter (BAPF)
Input: Input blurred face or fashion image u(x).
Distance to neighbors w; deviation σr, σs;
Output: The new enhanced de−blurred face/fashion image.
1 start
2 // Interest points detection
3 g2(x) = Calculate_second_gradient(u) // by (2);
4 Define_positive_and_negative_affected_neighbos(x) // by (3,4);
5 [o(x),m(x)] = Orientation_and_magnitude_projection(g2) //by (5,6);
6 p(x) = Calculate_plan_of_interest_points(o,m) // by (7,8);
7
8 // Visual attention detection
9 d(x) = Estimate_divergence(p)// by (13,14,16,17);
10 r(x) = Extract_region(d) //by (18);
11
12 // Particular manipulation
13 v(x) = De− blurring_and_saliency_enhancement(u, r) // by (19);
14 end

In most cases where foreground image objects follow symmetry, the algorithm spec-
ifies accurately interest points, for example, Figure 3b illustrates the points according
to red channel of Figure 3a. The facial elements like eyes, nose and mouth appeared
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in symmetry get their points of interest marked by white on black background. The
divergence created from the points is layout in Figure 3c, deriving estimation of visual
attention map in Figure 3d. Regions in the most attention are extracted in Figure 3e,
allowing to perform de−blurring and regions enhancement which bring result in Figure
3f. Image parts which are outside of the regions remain unchanged while the contrast
is enhanced in the selected regions resulting selective improvement of visual attention
for the regions.

a. Blurred input image
10_10228.jpg [12]

b. Interest points for the
red channel

c. Divergence in all color
channels

d. Visual attention map
e. Region extraction for de−
bluring and enhancement f. Final image

Fig. 3. Example of boosting visual attention with interest points and adaptive bilateral filter.

4. Experiments

In order to verify performance of the method, two sets of images from saliency
benchmark [12] with user templates are chosen. Face and fashion images are selected
from the benchmark and tested in our experiments. Each set has 300 images. Related
methods [5], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17] are conducted with the same image sets.
The BAPF algorithm was performed for the sets images for two applications: clothes
allocation for fashion images and memorability enhancement for face images. These
applications are described in next subsections.

4.1. Clothes Allocation For Fashion Images

Once the divergence by the adaptive bilateral filter has been found, the location of
clothes from fashion image may be estimated based on the selection of regions with
high distinction by (17). Table 1 delivers examples of the application for a set of face
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images from benchmark [12]. Each image is blurred and then managed by six algorithms
including Ilti [5], GBVS [13], SRD [14], RARE [15], CSP [16], SIM [17] and the BAPF.
Our method exports interest points, saliency map and extracts visual attention regions
that may cover clothes in the last three rows. The clothes region can be used for further
fashion application like clothes segmentation and clothing parsing [27]. Dependencies
between clothing and human pose can be learned for automatic detection of the pose,
garment and cloth labeling which can be applicable for online sale and marketing.

4.2. Memorability Enhancement for Face Images

The BAPF algorithm was tested on face images. The results show reasonable per-
formance by the method. In most cases the location of face is found to a satisfactory
degree. The algorithm achieved the best scores for allocation of face. As soon as a face
is found, visual attention degree of the face can be improved. This leads to increase
the memorability of individual face photographs, while keeping the identity and other
facial traits [28]. Experimental examples for face memorability enhancement are shown
in Table 2, where blurred input images contain face are analyzed by our algorithm and
modified to facilitate memorizing.

4.3. Performance Evaluation

Our algorithm consists of some consequences tasks which check each pixel and its
local neighbors. Noting n for the number of pixels and w−radius for constraint of
neighborhood, the algorithm has time complexity O(nw). Image quality assessment
implemented to our estimation is Peak Signal−to−Noise Ratio (PSNR) [29] and Scale
Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) [30]. The higher the PSNR, the closer the resulted image
is to the user templates, and this is similar for SSIM.

Table 3 shows the statistic diagram for the BAPF for set of face images. The method
gains the second best scores of SIMM and PSNR after the GBVS [13] while the Itti’s
method described in [5] is leading on computing time. Statistics for a set of fashion
images are demonstrated in Table 4, where average scores are found for the method.
It is clear that the face images in the dataset follow symmetry better than the fashion
images. Thus, interest points are detected closer to the visual attention map. The results
must be different by changing method for interest points.

5. Discussions

The present study indicates that interest points are properly suitable for detection
of visual attention. Symmetry relevant detector is recommended for face and fashion
images where most salient objects follow symmetry. However the method may fail for the
case in which background objects are in symmetry. An example illustrated in Figure
4 demonstrates the case where buildings and tree in background are well shaped in
symmetry, so they are detected as region for attention.
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a. Input 56_56172.jpg [12]
b. Interest points cover
building trees and a man

c. Region with visual
attention

Fig. 4. Example of background objects that keep symmetry.

Our algorithm may get better computing time by making radius of neighborhood
region w reduced and scaling input image size in preparation phase. Though these
tasks could lead to get quality down optimal solution can be selected depending on
particular image manipulation purpose. The ability of the algorithm to find salient
region by integration with interest points provides a wide range of application for image
manipulation. Our method for fashion images has the advantage of requiring no user
input for further application of allocation of clothes and ability of offering alternative
fashion for initial clothes. For images with major concern on faces our method allows
amelioration of memorability of face. Since the face and fashion can be observed in the
same image analysis of the type of images can conduct to other significant applications.

Memorability enhancement for images used in academic courses involves checking
region of high visual attention for several types of images rather than face or fashion.
Furthermore, the interest points and salient region is advantageous for management
of color styles for images of furniture while keeping image structure unchanged. The
application is preserved for improvement of attractiveness for e−commerce furniture
websites. The technique is pragmatic for video processing when a consequence of frames
is managed to get enhancement effect both in contrast quality and the memorability.
Clearly, as most of objects satisfy symmetry, other alternative saliency methods which
are not relevant to symmetry may be considered for enrichment of the solutions. These
alternative applications of the saliency will be considered in our future research.

6. Conclusions

In target to improve saliency detection, we have presented an algorithm for boosting
visual attention, a method which captures interest points. Major assumption for the
method is that interest points are located in the same place with attractive regions. We
have proposed divergence detection by the adaptive bilateral filter. Inclusive experiments
for a benchmark with face and fashion image sets derived fundamentals for novel
applicable and effective saliency technique. Advantages and weakness of the method
was addressed in discussions for further development.
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Table 1. Experimental Examples of Clothes Allocation for Fashion Images

Input image [12] 84_84466.jpg 52_52555.jpg 27_27169.jpg 26_26376.jpg

Blured image

Ilti [5]

GBVS [13]

SRD [14]

RARE [15]

CSP [16]

SIM [17]

Interest Points

Saliency map

Clothes Allocation
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Table 2. Experimental Examples for Face Images

Input image [12] 67_67556.jpg 61_61204.jpg 64_64592.jpg 67_67704.jpg

Blured image

Ilti [5]

GBVS [13]

SRD [14]

RARE [15]

CSP [16]

SIM [17]

Interest Points

Saliency Map

Memorability
Enhancement
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Table 3. Statistics from Experiments for Face Images

Method SSIM PSNR Time (sec)
A. Itti [5] 0.9684 54.99 1.28
B. GBVS [13] 0.9775 56.52 2.19
C. SRD [14] 0.9622 54.12 0.92
D. RARE [15] 0.9522 52.93 1.10
E. CSP [16] 0.9597 53.99 4.25
F. SIM [17] 0.9665 54.72 5.67
G. BAPF 0.9687 55.17 4.65

Table 4. Statistics from Experiments for Fashion Images

Method SSIM PSNR Time (sec)
A. Itti [5] 0.9709 55.39 1.24
B. GBVS [13] 0.9771 56.47 2.15
C. SRD [14] 0.9628 54.33 1.55
D. RARE [15] 0.9726 55.77 2.97
E. CSP [16] 0.9634 54.38 3.48
F. SIM [17] 0.9730 55.84 8.99
G. BAPF 0.9641 54,67 3.84
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